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The goal of this thesis was to illustrate that secondary students, 
when motivated to express themselves, can effectively apply to their own 
work those elements of design relevant to sculptural form.' 
This unit sought, first, to develop in secondary students a know­
ledge of sculptural techniques for handling terracotta; second, this unit 
sought to inspire or motivate the secondary students by utilizing a 
subject of great interest to them, their own images; third, this unit 
sought to bring together the students' understanding of the material and 
their motivation for self expression -- to transform their ideas into 
three-dimensional works of art; fourth, this unit sought to introduce to 
the students those art concepts related to sculpture that would be 
immediately helpful to them while working. 
The projects of this unit were organized into a series of pro­
gressively more challenging subjects to gradually increase the students' 
confidence in handling the material and to develop the students' under­
standing of sculptural design. The choice of the sculptural material and 
method was limited to a single material using a simple method -- namely, 
terracotta with the additive method to illustrate that the expressive 
possibilities of sculpture can be learned and experienced in depth with 
this simple approach. 
This unit in terracotta sculpture lasted approximately seven weeks 
and was presented in part to a general art class consisting of approximately 
twenty-nine students at Adams High School and in part to three classes 
at the Museum Art School totaling thirty students. The students in all 
classes ranged in age from thirteen to eighteen years of age. 
The results of these projects were generally successful. The work 
produced by the students demonstrated an understanding of the use of clay, 
an awareness of the expressive possibilities of sculpture, and an aware­
ness of some elements of design relevant to sculpture. As the projects 
progressed, the students became more confident in the manipulation and 
control of the clay. They began to realize that sculpture can be a very 
interesting art form due to its three dimensionality, and that clay due 
to its plasticity, can be used ~xpressively. As their work progressed, 
they developed an awareness of form, content, and the organization of 
sculpture as tools for creating effective and interesting sculptures. 
It was concluded that students on the secondary age level are 
capable of understanding mature art concepts and, furthermore, are 
interested in experiencing these concepts if- they can be applied 
immediately to specific needs related to.the students' work. These 
concepts must have the purpose of helping the student express himself 
more effectively and must be immediatay applicable to a subject in 
which the student is very interested. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
For the secondary student an underst.anding of the compositional 
elements of sculpture can and should develop as a result of his creative 
involvement in his art work and out of his desire to express himself 
effectively. "Aesthetic criteria cannot be separated from creative 
1development as a whole." An understanding of the compositional 
elements of sculpture can develop according to the specific needs of the 
individual while his work is in progress. "If these aesthetic criteria 
are taught academically -- as subject matter in itself, detached from 
the ~york -- they be.come dead knowledge whIch will inhibit rather than 
2help an intuitive urge." In other words, rather than be asked to 
learn by rote certain academic facts about sculpture, it is better that 
a student be given the opportunity to explore the aesthetic criteria 
such as form, organization, and content,3 techniques in handling 
materials, etc. -- all as a means for enabling that student to express 
what is in his mind more easily and effectively. 
If the content, or subject matter, were important to the student, 
then it is possible that he would be motivated enough to ~ to develop 
lViktor Lowenfeld and W. Lambert Brittain, Creative and Mental 
Growth, 4th ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1964), p. 352. 
2Lowenfeld, p. 352. 
3Marjorie Elliot Bevlin, Design Through Discovery, 2nd ed. (New 
York: Holt, 1970), pp. 259-264. 
2 
the organization and form of the pieces to express his idea effectively. 
A proper choice of subject would encourage individual expression while at 
the same time help prolong the motivational energy required to complete 
8 piece of sculpture. 
Before choosing the subject matter for the sculpture projects, 
consideration would- have to be given to the individuality of the students. 
For example a choice of subject would hopefully appeal to the visually-
minded as well as the subjective minded youngsters. There is a distinction 
in the sensory reactions of youngsters toward their artistic experiences 
in that some prefer visual stimuli and some others are concerned with 
subjective experiences. Visual experiences are characterized by those 
relating to the optical senses such as the objective observation of the 
environment as though seen from the outside. Subjective interpretations 
emphasize the emotional reaction to the external world in reference to 
4the body itself.
As we approach the crisis of adolescence, during which pref­
erences toward these different experiences crystallize, we have 
to pay increasing attention in our motivation to both of these 
important experiences. We would discourage a visually minded 
person by motivating him in referring to subjective experiences, 
emotional qualities, or body experiences; in the corresponding 
way we would inhibit a subjective minded person if we were to 
motivate him by mere visual experiences. Since traditional 
art education is mainly built upon visual stimuli, a great deal 5 
of our young people must feel not only neglected but frustrated. 
Although the psychological aspects of art education will not be the 
subject of this paper, this author decided to give careful consideration 
4Lowenfeld, p. 217. 

5
Lowenfeld, p. 217. 
3 
to the choice of subject matter for the projects so that all the students 
would have the opportunity to be uniquely individual in their responses 
to that subject. By their unique responses, the students would also have 
an opportunity to learn more.about themselves. 
Another aspect of the problem to be considered is a choice of 
sculpture material. This material would hopefully fulfill a number of 
requirements. One of these requirements is that it would easily embody 
those elements of design relevant to sculpture, namely form, organization 
(which includes line, texture, light and shadow) and content (which is 
the 	idea that the student is trying to express.)6 A material easy to 
manipulate would also give the student the experience of exploring 
principles of design such as unity, balance, and movement of the piece. 
The 	proper material would be malleable enough to give each student 
freedom to develop his idea in an exploratory fashion and be plastic 
enough to record each student's reactions to the material and subject. 
In addition the material would have to be easy enough to use to assure 
the student the satisfaction of completing a piece without insurmountable 
technical difficulties. Finally, the material should be readily available 
and economically feasible to use in any art class. 
A summarization of the description of the problem could be made by 
stating the general goals of this unit in sculpture. These goals are: 
1. 	 To encourage the students to be aware of and to utilize 
the aesthetic criteria of sculpture as their needs arise 
during the project. 
2. 	 To help the students express their ideas more effectively 
by the use of these aesthetic criteria. 
6Bevlin, pp. 259-264. 
4 
3. 	 To find subject matter for the sculpture projects 
that would allow for unique and personal responses 
to it by the students. 
4. 	 To select subject matter that would appeal to the 
interests of the students so that motivation would be 
sustained throughout the project. 
s. 	 To choose a material that would easily embody those 
elements of design relevant to sculpture. 
6. 	 To select a material that would give immediate physical 
evidence- of the creative responses of the students. 
7. 	 To give each student the chance to complete works of 
sculpture that would not only expand his understanding 
of sculpture but would also expand his understanding 
of himself as a unique individual. 
CHAPTER II 
A 'POSSIBLE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 
One way to introduce sculpture to s,econdary students is to limit 
the material and the method throughout a series of progressively more 
challenging sculptures. The utilization of a single modeling material 
and the simple additive method to develop increasingly more challenging 
pieces would increase the student's confidence in his ability to handle 
the material in an expressive way. 
A widely used modeling material is terracotta (baked earth) which 
is inexpensive and almost universally available. It has two properties 
that make it very valuable as a material for sculpture. The first 
property is its extreme malleability. "With just the right amount of 
moisture it can become a marvelous non-sticky and highly plastic material 
that will record accurately the impression of even a fingerprint.,,7 The 
second property that makes terracotta a valuable sculpture material is 
its hardness and durability after the firing process. "This process of 
firing, which bricks and pottery also undergo, makes it possible for the 
sculptor to work in plastic clay and then turn his model, more or less 
8 
as it stan4s, into something hard and permanent." 
I, 
Because terracotta sculpture is a medium that requires a certain 
amount of technical skill, secondary students should be given an 
7L. R. Rogers, Sculpture, The Appreciation of the Arts/2 (London: 
Oxford, 1969), p. 202. 
8Rogers, p. 204. 
6 
opportunity to develop confidence in handling the material before 
attempting difficult projects. One way to develop this confidence in 
secondary students is to initiate a project involving the flat-slab form. 
The flat-slab or relief form will introduce the students to the 
characteristics of terracotta, to the techniques for handling the material, 
and to the processes required in caring fOF clay pieces while they are in 
progress. In addition the student can be introduced to those elements 
of design related to relief sculpture, as well as freestanding sculpture. 
The relief form would act as a transition between the student's under­
standing of two-dimensional design elements found in drawing and painting 
and those design elements relevant to three-dimensional freestanding 
sculpture. 
Reliefs combine some of the qualities of paintings and drawings 
with some of those of fully three-dimensional sculpture. The 
'three-dimensional' forms in paintings and drawings exist in an 
illusory, or notational space and have no actual three-dimensional 
properties. Their depth is represented pictorially on a plane 
surface by means of a variety of projective systems ranging from 
the unsophisticated mixed methods of primitive and child art to 
the complex and precise methods of perspective projection. Reliefs 
inhabit a world that lies somewhere between this illusory pictorial 
space and the real everyday space inhabited by the fully three­
dimensional scu1pture. 9 
By limiting the first project to the flat-slab or relief form, the 
students can learn manipulation techniques for the terracotta without the 
more diffic~lt added problem of constructing a larger freestanding form. 
In this way the students would be more confident about the use of clay 
when the larger projects are introduced. In addition they would be ready 
9Rogers, p. 156. 
7 
To accept the freestanding three-dimensionality of the more challenging 
projects. 
In approaching three-dimensional art, modelling, carving, 
constructing, or assembling, the artist -- child or adult -­
must undergo a period of experimentation or play. He must 
explore and exploit the material to discover its potential 
and its response to his involvement, his unique way of working. 
Each student can leave his stamp on a carving. Once he has 
conquered or controlled the chosen matter to his satisfaction, 
has learned the vocabulary or range of the material in terms 
of his concept of what he wishes to do or say with it, he is 
able to make it distinctly his own useful tool. 10 
Eventually the student's more subjective response to the material 
and to sculptural form as a means of self-expression can be developed 
by the introduction of the self portrait as subject matter. The entering 
behaviors of secondary students indicate that each has a strong interest 
in himself as an adult, in life and its relationships, and there is a 
11
strong response to life situations as subject matter. "As development 
progresses from the pre adolescent stage toward maturity, there is an 
12 
ever increas ing awareness of the self-concept." 
The use of the self portrait can be expanded to include a subjective 
response to activities related to special head gear worn by the student. 
The emotional aspect of the piece must go beyond a mere smile on the face 
of the portrait, or wide open eyes or other facial expressions alone. The 
concept of movement working through a piece of sculpture can be introduced 
I°Kelly Fearing, et al, A!! and the Creative Teacher (Austin: 
Benson, 1971), p. 99. 
11Italo L. De Francesco, Art Education, Its Means ~ Ends (New 
York, 1958), p. 359. 
12John A. Michael, "Art Experience During Early Adolescence," in 

Art Education: The Sixty-fourth Yearbook for the Study of Education, ed. 

W. Reid Hastie (Chicago: University, 1965), p. 90. 
8 
by the use of the visible affect of the emotion or activity upon the 
shoulders, neck, and head positions of the portrait. The subjective 
response by the student to his self-portrait would hopefully encourage 
his involvement in the sculpture as a whole, not just in separate parts 
(like a smiling mouth). 
It has long been an accepted assumption that we uncon­
sciously, as well as consciously, project ourselves into our 
art expression whenever we become deeply involved in it and 
express ourselves in our own unique, personal, and individual 
manner. This projection is especially discernible in 
realistic ;representation. Here,-a youngster begins .to see 
himself mirrored in his art work. He begins to recognize his 
interests, attitudes, thoughts, values and feelings as he sees 
manifestations of them unfold before him in his art. Herein, 
art expression serves as a means of self-discovery and for 
arriving at subjective truth. 13 
The final project can go beyond the simple self-portrait bust to 
include more of the figure in relation to another form -- an animal form 
that evokes a strong response in the student at the outset. This last 
project would enable the student to deal with a more complex sculpture, 
using more than the single portrait form by adding a second form, an 
animal. The student could then experience the task of balancing and 
unifying these forms into a single sculpture. 
The student's relationship to the animal would visibly unite 
forms and content. Form and content, for a sculptor, are extricably 
interwoven. "He creates a living thing, or substantive object, out of 
the matter with which he works, imbuing the wood, stone, clay, metal, or 
other material with a vitality that makes it a work of art rather than 
merely a mass of matter." 
13Michael, p. 90. 

14F · 96
earl.ng, p. • 
9 
The self portraits expressing a mood or relating to an animal could 
be appealing subject matter to both the visually minded and subjective 
15
minded youngsters as described by Lowenfeld. Those students who were 
visually minded would have the opportunity to view themselves as 
objectively as they wished with the use of mirrors to attain a likeness 
that satisfied them; conversely, the subjective minded students would have 
the opportunity to rely on their expressionistic response to the subj'ect 
without concern for a visually realistic likeness. "Images of man can 
relate directly to our bodily feelings, so that we find ourselves totally 
involved, emotionally and physically as well as intellectually while we 
16
contemplate them." 
This use of self portrait as subject matter should evoke a personal 
response, and should establish motivation and interest in the student so 
that the student in a natural. way will develop an understanding of 
sculpture as an art form for creative self-expression. By methods of 
participation and discovery the student will have the opportunity to gain 
an awareness of: 
1. 	 The differences between the two types of sculpture -­
relief and freestanding. 
2. 	 Basic formative techniques with terracotta. 
3. 	 The care of terracotta sculpture. 
4. 	 The differences between the additive method and 

the subtractive method. 

5. 	 The variety of materials other than terracotta 

used by the sculptors. 

15Lowenfeld, p. 217. 

16
Alan Bowness, Modern Sculpture (New York: Dutton, 1965), p. 9. 
10 
6. 	 Some elements of design relevant to sculpture. 
7. 	 The development and implementation of a creative 

idea into a three-dimensional form. 

This unit in terracott~'scu1pture 1asted'approximately seven weeks 
and was presented in part to a general art class consisting of 
approximately twenty-nine students at Adams High School, and in part to 
three classes at the Mus,eum Art School totalling ~thirty students. The 
students in all classes ranged in age from thirteen to eighteen years of 
age. Although the interest of ,the students at the Museum Art School 
seemed easier to motivate at times than at Adams High School, there was 
no appreciable difference between these groups. Most of the students in 




PROJECT OBJECTIVES, METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
I. 	 AN INTRODUCTION OF TERRACOTTA TECHNIQUES 
WITH THE FLAT FORM 
Problem .!. 
The following 	materials were provided: 
Terracotta clay 
Wirecutter 
Rolling pins and 1/2" bats 
Oil 	cloth pieces 
Plastic bags with twist closers and rags 
Nails and other materials for stamping textures 
and 	patterns 
Tongue depressors to manipulate clay 
Spray can to keep the.. pieces moist while in progress 
Containers for slip like paper cups 
Large pan for 	washing water (to protect the drains) 
Grog to sprinkle on drying shelves to permit the 
flat forms to 	shrink easily 
Kiln for firing pieces when they are dry 
Before beginning these projects in terracotta sculpture an 
evaluation was made of the work space, the class size, and the time 
allotment. 
The work space included the following areas: 
1. 	 A separate area for the clay source, for the 
washing water, and for the board and tool storage. 
2. 	 A small work space for each student at a table or 
stand. 
3. 	 Storage areas in cupboards for unfinished pieces 
and for other pieces that are drying. 
The class size was dependent upon the w~rk space availab~ for 
each student. The classes in which these projects were taught fluctuated 
13 
hand-sized hole which contained a variety of tacti11y interesting objects 
attached to the inside. The students seemed to enjoy this experiment 
while at the same time developing an awareness that both the visual and 
tactile surface characteristics of sculpture are an important part of 
the enjoyment of this art form. They were also invited to handle and to 
feel various pieces of sculpture that were placed about the room. They 
noticed how line in sculpture can be created by various edges and by 
places where shapes came together. 
The importance of form revealing light and shadow was demonstrated 
by placing various pieces of sculpture in different kinds of light. 
Throughout the projects the students evaluated their own work in various 
kinds of light -- neon light, daylight, and exaggerated light from a 
small flood lamp in a dark corner in the room. They noticed the patterns 
of light and shadow that were distributed over their relief sculptures. 
They noticed how these patterns of light and shadow moved about their 
freestanding sculptures as they were turned in the exaggerated light. 
The students were introduced to the terracotta the first day. 
Techniques for wedging the clay were demonstrated, such as cutting with 
a wire cutter, wedging for the elimination of air bubbles, maintaining 
the moisture of the pieces with a sprayer, and storage of the pieces 
between work sessions by wrapping them tightly in moist rags and plastic. 
The hesitan~y of some of the students in handling the material disappeared 
the first day with the simplicity of developing the flat slab form. 
First the students used drawing pencils and newsprint to develop 
at least one design to scale for the flat slab form. They were encouraged 
to base this design on any subject that interested them, utilizing either 
14 
. imagined images or real images. They developed an outer shape that was 
interesting to them, then within these shapes they continued the 
development of the designs with patterns and textures. 
Each student selected a.-design to be developed into a terracotta 
relief form using as many methods as they could discover to develop 
three-dimensional patterns and textures. Each student was encouraged 
to be 	experimental in the manipulation .of the clay. 
During the seven class periods ·required to complete this project, 
the behavioral objectives were generally met which gave each student the 
opportunity: 
1. 	 To develop an idea by making sketches. 
2. 	 To develop a terracotta slab form with rolling 
pins and 1/2" bats. 
3. 	 To apply this planned design to the flat slab 
form. 
4. 	 To treat the surface of this form in a design­
conscious manner with consideration to line, 
texture, pattern, light and shadow. 
5. 	 To be aware of both the visual and the tactile 
qualities of the form. 
6. 	 To use limited tools such as nails, tongue 
depressors, and the hand itself to explore 
techniques for manipulating the clay. 
7. 	 To give proper care to the piece between work 
sessions, including storage in a plastic bag 
after dampening the piece. 
8. 	 To develop an understanding of the techniques 
for building with terracotta clay. 
9. 	 To evaluate the work during its progress in 
various kinds of light. 
10. 	 To prepare the piece for firing by troughing the 
back to eliminate warpage, and by placing it on 
shelves sprinkled with grog to facilitate shrinkage. 
15 
The element of color in relation to sculpture was discussed, and 
the students noticed how the natural material of sculpture (clay, wood, 
stone, etc.) can be left visible in many cases. In some cases color is 
desired by the artist, and this can be applied in numerous ways. Some 
students chose to glaze their reliefs in the ceramics department, and 
others chose to leave the naturalness of the clay visible. Oil and 
turpentine washes, shoe polish, and paste wax were suggested as simple 
possibilities for adding a finish to their pieces. The students noticed 
that a single patina evenly applied would allow the three-dimensional 
qualities of the relief to remain visible. 
With the aid of an overhead projector the following reproductions 
were shown to illustrate various bas and haut relief sculptures utilizing 
a variety of materials: 
Cesar. Relief, 1961. 

Rugg. Bommerang, 1961. 

Neve1son. Royal Tide y, 1960. 

Uhlmann. Steel Relief, 1959. 

Matisse. The Back I, II, III, IV, 1909-1929. 

Assyrian Ba~elief.- Barr~o ~seum, Rome, 882 B.C. 

The students displayed enthusiasm for the material•. Some discovered 
that by adding clay to the relief form they could increase the physical 
depth of the design. This in turn increased the contrast of the lights and 
shadows. They also noticed that the high points or design could be made 
to look as though detached from the background or as though a definite 
part of the background, depending on the depth of undercutting. 17 Some 
students chose to develop very low reliefs while others cut into the clay 
ground and also added additional clay to increase the depth of the design. 
17Rogers, p. 158. 
16 
They attached these reliefs to an upright board in exaggerated light to 
evaluate the strength of the darks and lights from various distances. 
They learned that they could actually control this light by the way they 
manipulated the clay. 
The firing of these reliefs was accomplished two weeks after the 
completion of the project to assure successful firing. The firing of 
the remaining terracotta pieces followed weeks of drying time; this is 
an important aspect to be considered before attempting a terracotta 
project. Firing can be undertaken by other teachers in ceramics 
departments if the art teacher does not have access to a kiln. 
II. 	 AN EXPANSION OF THE USE OF TERRACOTTA 
TECHNIQUES WITH A FREESTANDING FORM 
rroblem~. Self-Portrait Expressing a Mood 
The following materials were provided: 
Terracotta clay 
Plywood boards to hold pieces in progress 
Wirecutter for cutting clay 
Wire sculpture tools or spoons for hollowing each 
piece; tongue depressor for sculpture tool 
Containers and brushes for slip 
Plastic bags, rags for storage of each piece between 
sessions 
Spray gun to moisten pieces periodically 
Tables with boxes or sculpture stands to hold each 
piece at eye level, and to allow the student to 
turn his piece often while working 
Individual hand mirrors for some of the students 
who wished to use them 
Approximately eight hours of class time was needed to complete the 
project which consisted of a nearly life sized self-portrait expressing 
a mood. 
During the first day a review of the wedging process of clay was 
made in order to emphasize the importance of building the pieces without 
17 
holes which trap expanding air during the firing proc~ss. Other 
techniques for building the solid terracotta form were introduced such 
as applying the clay firmly, building the whole piece gradually and 
uniformly. The students also .1earned that the solid terracotta form 
would eventually be hollowed out so that it might be fired·without 
breaking. 
The students noticed the major difference between relief sculpture 
and freestanding sculpture in that the freestanding form is meant to be 
seen from all sides. Because of this three-dimensionality, a sculptor 
has the task of developing the piece so that it is interesting from all 
sides. 18 The students experimented with their stands to see that they 
could indeed turn eaSily. 
The students were introduced to the subject which was a nearly 
life-sized self-portrait bust including their head, neck, and shoulders. 
The possible affect of emotion upon their body, neck, and head positions 
was tried out. The students noticed how a sad mood for example might 
cause a general slump to the figure. The students were asked to choose 
an emotion that they had felt at one time, or that was perhaps 
characteristic of their general outlook at this period in their lives. 
The students were asked to determine at the outset how that emotion 
would affect all the parts of their portrait bust. They could determine 
this by visual means with mirrors or by physically feeling the affect 
in their own bodies as they worked. Later they learned that they were 
unifying the piece of sculpture with a sense of movement that began with 
18Ray Faulkner and Edwin Ziegfeld, AI! Today, 5th ed. (New York: 

Holt, 1969), p. 450. 

18 
the shoulder position and worked its way up through the neck, then into 
the head position. This understanding developed as a result of each 
student building a portrait form which displayed a logical series of 
movements resulting from the .emotional content. 
A photograph of Rodin's "Burghers of Calais" was shown to the 
students to point out an example of tenseness in the figure holding the 
key which 'tvas evidenced in the face and stiff position of the body. The 
students noticed how the other figures also displayed emotions that were 
very evident to us. They noticed how the rough surface qualities seemed 
to relate to the subject. The students decided that 
The expressive qualities of the forms of each individual 
figure change considerably with changes of mood. If a person 
looks alert, tense, sad, relaxed, vigorous, or languorous this 
is because there have taken place subtle alterations in the 
quality and relationships of the forms whose repercur~ions 
pervade a great deal of the sculpture of the figure. 
The following reproductions were shown with the use of the over­
head projector to illustrate further how portrait heads and busts are 
affected by emotion: 
Umlauf. Head of Mary, 1957. 

Zorach. Demeter, 1949. 

Cambodian. Head of Diety, 10th Century A.D. 

Rodin. Age of Bronze, 1876. 
Rodin. ~ Shadow, 1880. 
Rodin. Crouching Woman, 1882. 
Rodin. Sorrow, 1882. 
Epstein. Resurrection, 1941. 
Epstein. Ragamuffin, 1940. 
Epstein. Peggy Jean Laughing, 1921. 
Because beginners in sculpture tend to look for minute detail too 
soon in their work, the students were encouraged to develop the shoulders, 
19Rogers, pp. 98-99. 
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neck, and head form first before developing anything related to the 
surface of the piece. After evaluating the positions of these forms in 
relation to their emotion they could then develop the major hollows and 
ridges of these forms. Later-'the use of detail was to be evaluated 
carefully as to its contribution to the whole effect of the piece. 
The students noticed how the use of movement and the quality of 
the terracotta surface texture alone could evoke a sense of emotion and 
could be expressive alone without facial features. A strong attempt was 
made to develop in the students a mature appreciation for the expressive 
qualities possible in sculptural form. "If we are to appreciate a 
sculpture as a work of art we must be able to perceive the expressive 
character of its component forms both in themselves and in the context 
of the expressiveness of the sculpture as a whole • .,20 
When the students reached that stage in their pieces where con­
sideration of the surface was necessary a simple demonstration was made 
to illustrate the relationship of the surface to the form itself. A 
banana was peeled to illustrate that the surface of a piece of sculpture 
was not to be likened to the peel, but rather to the fruit itself. 
Part of what is involved in appreciating sculpture is 

noticing the variations that occur on the surfaces of the 

volumes, but far more importantly, it involves relating 

these variations and building them into an apprehension 





The students noticed the simplicity of the shape of the fruit, its 
20Rogers, p. 18. 

21
Rogers, p. 34. 
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"quiet" form, and how the soft, uninterrup~ed surface of the fruit 
related directly to the character of the form. 
The following reproductions were shown with an overhead projector 
to illustrate how content (orc' the idea about the subject to be conveyed) 
can be reflected in the form and surface characteristics of portraits: 
Bourdelle. Beethoven? Grand Masgue Tragigue, 1901. 

Rosso. Ecce Puer, 1906-7. 

Boccioni.--Anti-Graceful (The Artist's Hother), 1912. 

Brancusi. Mlle. Pogany, 1920. 

The students were also asked to look at and feel the various 
sculptures on exhibit in the Portland Art Museum's court that deal with 
the subject of womanhood In various ways: Henry Moore' s "Reclining 
Figure", Auguste Renior's "Venus Victorious", and Wilhelm Lehmbruck's 
"Standing Woman". The students noticed the artists' different approaches 
to the subject of women. The students, for example, noticed how Henry 
MOore's rough, bone-like forms suggested an ancient, fossilized symbol 
of mother earth,22 whereas, Renior's monumental, voluptuous figure seemed 
23 
more ideally feminine, and symbolic of mother nature. 
In addition to discussing form, content, and surface characteristics, 
the importance of light as a revealing agent was emphasized. The students 
were again encouraged to evaluate their pieces in various kinds of light 
this time from all sides. After the major forms of the portraits had 
been established, all lights were turned off in the room except for one 
bank of spot lights situated directly in front of a large window. With 
this exaggerated oblique light source the students noticed that they 
22Bowness, p. 99. 
23John Canady, Mainstreams of Modern Art (New York: Holt, 1959) 
p. 221. 
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could see the forms, the lights, shadows, textures and line more easily 
in their pieces. They looked for a balance of lights and darks about 
their pieces and learned that by the use of concavities and convexities, 
they could create darks and lights where they wanted them. Later a 
spot light was set up in a dark corner of the room and was used by the 
students throughout the project. The students took turns rotating each 
others portraits in this strong revealing light so that the artist could 
evaluate it from a distance. By doing this, the students noticed that 
'~he play of light on sculpture -- freestanding (in the round) and 
relief (attached to a background) -- is essential to bring out the actual 
24depth and volume that exists in varying degrees in every work." 
The last two hours of the project were spent hollowing the pieces 
f ·· 25to prepare t hem f or 1r1ng. 
It was a delight to see the students' involvement in their portraits. 
They handled the more difficult technical requirements of the freestan=ing 
sculpture very well through the project. As the portraits began to take 
on a sense of life, each student became especially enthusiastic about the 
project. One boy said, "It's weird. I feel like I'm looking at myself." 
In summary, during this project each student had the opportunity: 
1. 	 To choose a strong personal feeling that 
would affect his body with a general sense 
of movement. 
2. 	 .To build a freestanding sculpture in his own 
likeness which bore evidence of this emotion 
throughout (by movement, surface qualities, 
and facial expression). 
24Fearing, p. 101. 

25See Illustrations for Hollowing Sculpture. 
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3. 	 To build this sculpture gradually in a 
uniform manner with consideration given to 
all sides. 
4. 	 To evaluate the piece in different kinds of 
light for form and organizational elements. 
s. 	 To hollow the sculpture in preparation for 
firing. 
Problem 1. A Self-Portrait Wearing Head Gear 
An alternative to the self-portrait expressing an emotion is a 
self-portrait which reacts to the activity that is related to head gear 
worn by the student, for example, the bust of the student might show the 
tension felt by a skier (wearing a ski cap) about to descend a steep 
slope. 
In this problem the same concepts were presented and the same 
approach was taken with a few exceptions. First, the students wsre 
encouraged to chose head gear that they would like to have, or that they 
already had so that a choice could be made betwee.n.an imaginative or a 
real situation. The students were also invited to wear the head gear if 
they wished to attain a visually realistic likeness with mirrors, or 
they could rely on how they thought this activity would make them look 
and feel. 
The 	second exception was the addition of a fourth form (besides 
the 	shoulders, neck and head) and this was the head gear itself. The 
students noticed that the hat in most cases was merely an extension of 
the 	head form. 
After presenting the two portrait projects to different classes 
and 	comparing the results, one conclusion was made that the head gear 
provided an added element of interest to the students. They tended to 
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add the clothing that was related to the head gear and this provided 
more opportunity for line, texture, light and shadow. 
The following additional reproductions were shown with the over­
head projector to illustrate.portraits wearing head gear: 
Epstein. Self Portrait in ~ Cap, 1912. 
Epstein. Tin Hat, 1916. 
Epstein. iOmiTIY John, 1907-8. 
III. AN EXPLORATION OF THE USE OF TWO FORMS, 
RELATING AND UNIFYING THEM 
INTO A SINGLE SCULPTURE IN TERRACOTTA 
Problem~. Self-Portrait With An Animal 
The final problem extended the students' exploration of the three-
dimensional form by relating and unifying a self-portrait form and an 
animal form into a single sculpture in terracotta. The subjective 
motivation used to carry their efforts through the project ~as each 
student's personal expression of how he felt about himself in relation to 
any animal. The visual motivation was each student's understanding of 
how he would look in relation to any animal. Allor part of each figure 
could be used. 
By manipulating the clay to build the forms the students had the 
opportunity to explore the problems of balancing these forms, relating 
them, and unifying them into a single sculpture that would be a personal 
expression as well. Some students chose to build the self-portraits and 
the animal simultaneously, one growing out of the other so that the 
whole sculpture slowly developed as a single piece. Other students 
developed their sculpture with the incorporation of negative spaces, and 
moved the forms about freely to find the best relationship. 
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The students were encouraged to be t~tally free in their choice of 
an animal which could be domestic or wild, a pet, a fish or fowl, or a 
fantastic animal such as one dating from prehistoric times. Their 
relationship to this animal could be imaginative or real. It could be 
one of total admiration, fear, hate, joy or any other feeling. Their 
relationship could be symbolic of the way they felt about themselves and 
others, or the way they saw themselves. 
A number of reproductions were shown to the class with the over­
head projector to illustrate the relationship of man to animal in real, 
imaginative, and symbolic situations as portrayed by various sculptors. 
Leonard Baskin's Oppressed Man, 1960, was shown to illustrate the use 
of two similar forms together. 
The man's features are pulled out of position and distorted 
into the shape of anguish. The head rests directly on the 
base and is severed altogether from the body. There is 
perhaps a riddle in the bird, which, ordinarily a symbol of 
freedom, is here the only visible source of the oppression 
wrought upon the head. 26 
John Flanagan's Jonah and the Whale, 1937, was shown to illustrate that 
There is a handsome contrast between the huge simplicity of 
the whole and the subtle treatment of the figure of Jonah 
trapped in the whale's belly, and Flanagan has humorously con­
veyed the discomfort of both participants in the sculptural 
drama. 27 
Charles Salerno's Sad Victory, 1946, was shown to illustrate the use of 
symbolism for social commentary, as Salerno explains: "This work is the 
26Faulkner, p. 460. 
27Ibid• 
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antithesis of the Greek Winged Victory whi~h is happy in spirit. In 
Sad Victory, I feel the:r:e would be no Peace so the dove is dead.,,28 
William Zorach's Child ~~, 1926, was shown to illustrate a more 
conventional, very real and tender relationship between th.e two forms 
29
which are united in a very well-balanced and compact sculpture. A 
series of Marino Marini's Horse and Rider sculptures, 1940-1950, were 
shown to illustrate the use of complete human and animal forms in various 
. h· 30re1at10ns 1pS. 
A collection of source books was also on hand for each class period 
and the students were encouraged to use them freely on a more individual 
basis. The students were encouraged to take their time in making their 
choices and developing their ideas. To clarify their ideas the students 
made sketches with drawing pencils on bond paper, then worked out some 
of their favorite ideas in small quick clay sketches. This helped them 
to visualize the pieces before beginning on the large sculpture. Each 
student discussed his choices at length. Most technical and aesthetic 
questions were answered during this exploratory period. By making these 
sketches the students established the content for their sc~lptures. 
They experimented with the forms that their pieces would take in 
relation to that content. They explored the use of compact single 
sculptures and sculptures using negative space. Later the use of texture, 
light and shadow would be emphasized as the large pieces developed. 
2800na Z. Meilach, Contemporary Stone Sculpture: Aesthetics, 
Methods, Appreciation (New York: Crown, 1970), p. 22. 
29Meilach, p. 17. 
30Eduard Trier, The Sculpture of Marino Marini (New York: 
Praeger, 1961) pp. 66-73. 
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During the ten hours required to complete the portrait with an 
animal~ each student had the opportunity to: 
1. 	 Experience the three-dimensionality of 
sculptural form. 
2. 	 Develop competence in the handling of 
terracotta. 
3. 	 Improve his understanding of the elements 
of design related to sculpture such as 
content, form, and organization. 
4. 	 Utilize elements of design to develop a 
well-balanced unified piece of sculpture 
with two related forms. 
5. 	 Evaluate the piece as it progressed in 
various kinds of light and at different 
distances. 
6. 	 Express himself in a personal way in a three­
dimensional art form. 
7. 	 Have the satisfaction of developing a work of 
art over an extended period of time to a 
point of completion. 
8. 	 To hollow the piece and prepare it for firing. 
The students' committment to their ideas, and the involvement and 
effort which they displayed to express their ideas was a delight to see. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
Design lies in a knowledge of materials, of their 

possibilities and limitations and of the skill required 

to achieve their fullest expression. It exists in the 

body and mind of the artist, who receives inspirations 

through his senses. And it is through the crucible of 

his creative power that he transforms them into new 

entities of his own making. 3 

This unit sought, first, to develop in secondary students a 
knowledge of sculptural techniques for handling terracotta; second, 
this unit sought to inspire or motivate the secondary students by 
utilizing a subject of great interest to them, their own images; 
third, this unit sought to bring together the students' understanding 
of the material and their motivation for self expression -- to trans­
form their ideas into three-dimensional works of art; fourth, this 
unit sought to introduce to the students those art concepts related to 
sculpture that would be immediately helpful to them while working. 
Admittedly it is not possible in just four projects to teach 
secondary students an understanding of sculpture that has taken 
accomplished sculptors years of work to discover. However, this author 
is convinced that secondary students are capable of understanding mature 
art concepts and, furthermore are interested in experiencing these 
31Bevlin, p. 366. 
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concepts if they could be applied immediately to specific needs related 
to their own work. In other words, these concepts related to sculptural 
form, organization, and content must have the purpose of helping the 
student express himself more effectively and must be immediately 
applicable to a subject in which the student is very interested• 
••• The rigid teaching of composition may be more harmful 

than useful when function of expression is more important 

than learning rigid rules. If, however, composition grows 

out of individual needs, if it becomes a means of helping 





The projects of this unit were organized into a series of pro­
gressively more challenging subjects to gradually increase the students' 
confidence in handling the material and to gradually develop the 
students' understanding of sculptural design. The choice of the sculp­
tural material and method was limited to a single material using a 
simple method -- namely, terracotta with the additive method to illustrate 
that the expressive possibilities of sculpture can be learned and 
experienced in depth with this simple approach. 
After the students' confidence in handling clay was established 
with the flat slab form they produced a series of sculptures dealing with 
the self-portrait. One portrait dealt with the self-portrait expressing 
a mood; another portrait expressed the students' reaction to special head 
gear chosen by the student; the third dealt with the portrait in direct 
relationship to an animal. By experiencing the expressive qualities of 
their self-portraits the students learned that 
32Lowenfeld, p. 352. 
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In our perception of three-dimensional form we do not 

simply apprehend its geometric properties, its shape as 

such; we become aware also of its expressive character. 

These two aspects are in fact inseparable; we perceive 

not just forms, but expressive forms. 33 

Not until the students had experienced this concept personally with their 
own expressive forms could they truly understand what this means from an 
artist's point of view. 
Even in this single unit there was evidence that 
The more visually inclined student will be more con­

cerned with surface appearances and differences in size 

and proportions, whereas the student who is more haptically 

inclined will concentrate more on his subjective expression 

and kinesthetic experiences in sculpture. 34 

For example, some students completely ignored the use of mirrors in 
developing their self-portraits expressing a mood; they contorted their 
heads and grimaced their faces in physical response to the emotion. On 
the other hand, other students were at times very dissatisfied that they 
couldn't obtain a very realistic image of themselves; they worked very 
hard to obtain this likeness, sometimes by using two mirrors at once. 
It was interesting to learn that in all of these classes that 
were involved in this unit, the students were asked whether or not they 
had ever had sculpture projects like these before. All of the students 
answered that they had never made three-dimensional self-portraits 
before. Nearly all the students described their past experiences in 
clay as being related to ceramics. This unit attempted to illustrate that 
33Rogers, p. 17. 




secondary students also have a need for projects dealing with three-
dimensional expressive forms related to sculpture because "At all levels 
of creative performance children need to have the encouragement to pro­
gress beyond their present ca?abilities and to come closer to a genuinely 
. .. ..35 crea t lve splrlt. 
35Lowenfeld, p. 7. 
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